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Maxavera®

• Improve communication and visibility 

• Create a best-of-breed solution for maintenance, STOs, 
operations, and projects to simplify and automate your 
scheduling process

• Intelligent integration hub that supports seamless 
communication for planning, scheduling, work 
management systems, processes, and financial 
information

• Bi-directional, high performance integration support for 
any software

• Supports custom field requirements

• Increase data accuracy by eliminating duplicate 
manual data entries

Key Benefits

IBM® Maximo
Work Orders, Tasks, Materials, 

Resources, PMs, etc.

External Contractors
Primavera, MS Project & 
Excel Schedules

Prometheus Syntempo
Work Management Optimization

Roser Consys
STO Suite

Reporting/BI Systems
Data Warehouses

Custom Application
Web Services, JBDC

ABB EAM (Ventyx)
Work Orders, Tasks, Materials

Oracle eBS/eAM

ABB EAM (Ventyx)
Work Orders, Tasks, Materials

SAP® PPM (PS)
WBS, Network, Activties, 

Work Centers

SAP® EAM (PM)
Work Orders, Equipment, FLOCs, 

Work Centers, Materials, WCA/WCD

MAXAVERA

• Fast data transfer speeds using proprietary 
technology

Maxavera provides integration between multiple ERP, EAM, CMMS, and EHS systems. It 
intelligently transfers all necessary information such as work orders, operations/tasks, work 
centers, personnel, equipment, location details, permits, and any other information to be shared 
between the software applications. Maxavera has preconfigured integration packs for common 
integration scenarios, but has the flexibility to integrate nearly every software available, including 
homegrown solutions.
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Maxavera does not lock you into complex, expensive, proprietary middleware platforms and provides an 
end-to-end solution for your integration needs. Maxavera is open standards based and will run on any J2EE 

compliant application server platform including Apache Tomcat, BEA WebLogic and IBM WebSphere. You are 
free to choose the platform that is right for your enterprise— and protected if you change your mind in the 

future.

Open Standards

Features

All integration solutions leverage the Maxavera Connector Studio (MCS) product when it comes to moving data 
in and out of the database. MCS was first certified by SAP in 1998 and has processed billions of transactions 

since. It is among the most proven integration technologies in the industry and with additional product 
certifications added, it ensures future compatibility with new software releases. 

Certified Integration

Maxavera comes with hundreds of pre-mapped fields and transformation logic between popular EAM, ERP, 
and CMMS software applications. Users are able to run their own web-based user consoles, or they can 

schedule jobs to run automatically. 

Industry-Leading Functionality

Maxavera utilizes a loose coupling architecture. This makes Maxavera independent from either side of the 
integration equation which eliminates the risk of version incompatibilities. With Maxavera you can mix and 

match versions as your business requires and feel free to upgrade your systems independently without the 
risk of “breaking” your integration.

Version Freedom


